
International travel comes with its own unique set of challenges for both 
traveler and the enterprise alike. An inability to communicate can cause 
frustrations as simple as trying to speak to a taxi driver or as critical as 
speaking with a doctor or communicating a food allergy. With little effort, 
TripLingo helps travelers communicate with ease, understand local culture 
and ultimately get the job done. 

TripLingo isn’t just for travelers – it also helps enterprises reduce costs and 
ensure travelers are safe and productive traveling far from home. A suite of 
tools help travelers build trusting business relationships and establish 
rapport with foreign counterparts. Cost-saving tools help address 
hard–to–reach areas like roaming charges and over-tipping.

Integrating TripLingo is a simple, cost-effective way to benefit travelers, 
travel managers and the enterprise as a whole, and to put a confident smile 
on the faces of travelers and customers alike.

Communicate in a Foreign Language
An instant voice translator and access to a live translator 
ensure communication is always a breeze. TripLingo also 
includes 2,000+ local phrases, a 10,000 word dictionary 
and tools that make it easy to learn essential phrases.

Proactively Address Safety

Travelers are most productive when they are confident 
they can handle any situation that may arise. TripLingo 
ensures that assistance is only one tap away with 
pre-configured call buttons for emergency situations as 
well as instant connection to their travel agency, security 
company or live translator.

Improved Traveler Satisfaction

Equip travelers with critical safety information to address 
food allergies and medical situations, instant connection to 
your security provider and local emergency numbers. 
Access to a live translator ensures language is never a 
barrier to security. 

TripLingo is proud to partner with Concur to offer our cutting-edge mobile application to Concur clients. TripLingo helps 
international travelers address language, cultural, safety and cost-savings challenges abroad.

TripLingo’s Monthly Analytics 
reporting provides a better 
understanding of savings generated 
as well as key usage stats such as 
features used, average session 
length and traveler location.

Know Your ROI

Safe, productive & savvy international travelers

Cost-Savings Bene�ts
Tipping: Travelers often add a 20% tip to a bill, when in most 
foreign destinations the tip is already included.

Roaming: International roaming costs average over $100 per 
trip. The Wi-Fi dialer makes it easy and cost-effective to call 
home using a Wi-Fi connection.

Medical: Food allergies can lead to sick leave, hospitalization 
and worse. TripLingo helps travelers communicate medical 
issues to avoid emergencies.

Security: Instant access to your company’s security hotline 
and other critical safety information prevent small matters from 
escalating into serious emergencies.

Culture: Faux pas damage credibility and relationships. But 
delighting foreign counterparts and showing effort help close 
deals and build trust.



Easy Integration

How it Works

TripLingo is easy to integrate and deliver to your travelers- we do the heavy 
lifting, handling delivery, support and customization – no IT team required.

TripLingo’s award-winning platform equips travelers to 
deal with language, culture and other barriers abroad, 
while supporting enterprises to reduce costs, meet Duty 
of Care obligations and ultimately keep their travelers 
safe, productive and savvy during international trips.triplingo.com

TripLingo automatically delivers timely notifications to your travelers prior 
to international trips thanks to our partnership with Concur. It’s simple and 
secure to implement, with no IT-team required. For travelers, TripLingo 
makes it easy to:

• Translate your voice and understand a response
• Understand local customs and business practices
• Call home or colleagues using the built-in Wi-Fi Dialer
• Calculate an appropriate, not overly generous, tip in restaurants & more
• Dial local emergency numbers or contact your security provider
• Learn essential phrases and words to make communication a breeze
• Connect to a live human translator in less than 30 seconds

Key Features

Awards

Voice Translator Culture Guide Wi-Fi Dialer

TripLingo is tailored to your 
enterprise, including:

• Your brand and logo
• Customized call buttons to         
  your TMC and security firm
• Your company travel policy                  

Customized for 
Your Company

Other features:                  Phrasebook               Tip Calculator                Safety Section               Dictionary + more  

Talk to your Concur account 
manager to set up a demo


